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I. INTRODUCTION 

Petitioner on Review Columbia Riverkeeper (“Riverkeeper”) petitions 

the Oregon Supreme Court to review the decision of the Court of Appeals in 

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County, 297 Or App 628, ___ P3d ___ 

(2019) (“Riverkeeper III”). This case presents an issue of first impression in this 

Court regarding the protection of farmland throughout Oregon, and specifically 

the largest conversion of farmland for rural industrial uses in the last fifteen 

years. This case involves the interpretation of ORS 197.732 and its 

implementing administrative rules, which provide the standards that must be 

met in order to authorize a use of land that does not comply with Oregon’s 

Statewide Planning Goals, known as an “exception.” ORS 197.732(1)(b). In 

this case, the Port of Columbia County’s (“port”) proposal to rezone 837 acres 

of high-value agricultural land for rural industrial uses does not comply with 

Goal 3 – “To preserve and maintain agricultural lands.” 

The Court of Appeals’ overly broad and legally incorrect interpretation of 

OAR 660-004-0020, the rule governing goal exceptions, is inconsistent with 

ORS 197.732 and undercuts the state’s framework for protection of farmland 

from unjustified conversion. 

II. STATEMENT OF HISTORICAL AND PROCEDURAL FACTS 

Statewide Planning Goal 2 (Land Use Planning) authorizes a local 

government to take an exception to another statewide planning goal in order to 
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authorize a use of land that would not otherwise be allowed under the goal. 

ORS 197.732(2) provides three separate bases for adopting a goal exception, 

known as the “physically developed,” “irrevocably committed,” and “reasons” 

exceptions. This case involves a reasons exception to Goal 3.  

A local government must satisfy four standards when adopting a reasons 

exception: 

“(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in the applicable 
goals should not apply; 
 
(B) Areas that do not require a new exception cannot reasonably 
accommodate the use; 
 
(C) The long term environmental, economic, social and energy 
consequences resulting from the use at the proposed site with 
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts are not significantly 
more adverse than would typically result from the same proposal 
being located in areas requiring a goal exception other than the 
proposed site; and  
 
(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adjacent uses or 
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce adverse 
impacts.”  
 

ORS 197.732(2)(c). The issue in this case is the interpretation and application 

of the second factor, referred to as the “reasonable accommodation” or 

“alternative areas” standard. ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B). 

 The Land Conservation and Development Commission (“LCDC”) 

adopted rules to implement the Goal 2 exceptions standards and establish 

specific considerations for taking a reasons exception. OAR 660-004-0020. The 

rule governing the “alternative areas” standard provides: 
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 “The exception must meet the following requirements: 
 

 * * * * * 
 

(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is necessary 
to discuss why other areas that do not require a new exception 
cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed use. Economic 
factors may be considered along with other relevant factors in 
determining that the use cannot reasonably be accommodated in 
other areas. Under this test the following questions shall be 
addressed: 

 
(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on 

nonresource land that would not require an exception, including 
increasing the density of uses on nonresource land? If not, why not? 

 
(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated on 

resource land that is already irrevocably committed to nonresource 
uses not allowed by the applicable Goal, including resource land in 
existing unincorporated communities, or by increasing the density 
of uses on committed lands? If not, why not? 

 
(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated 

inside an urban growth boundary? If not, why not? 
 
(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated 

without the provision of a proposed public facility or service? If not, 
why not? 

 
(C) The “alternative areas” standard in paragraph B may be 

met by a broad review of similar types of areas rather than a review 
of specific alternative sites. Initially, a local government adopting 
an exception need assess only whether those similar types of areas 
in the vicinity could not reasonably accommodate the proposed use. 
Site specific comparisons are not required of a local government 
taking an exception unless another party to the local proceeding 
describes specific sites that can more reasonably accommodate the 
proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific alternative sites is 
thus not required unless such sites are specifically described, with 
facts to support the assertion that the sites are more reasonable, by 
another party during the local exceptions proceeding.” 
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OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). The crux of this standard is a determination whether 

there are alternative sites that could accommodate the proposed use without 

taking a goal exception; if so, an exception is not justified. 

A. Proposed Port Westward Expansion 

The Port Westward Industrial Park (“Port Westward”) is a 905-acre 

industrial area, owned by the port, located along the Columbia River in northern 

Columbia County. Port Westward is a self-scouring deepwater port with 

existing dock facilities, which provide access to the Columbia River navigation 

channel. In 2013, the port applied to Columbia County (“county”) for an 

exception to Goal 3 to expand Port Westward for industrial uses. Specifically, 

the port sought to rezone 837 acres of farmland adjacent to Port Westward 

(hereinafter referred to as “exception area”) from exclusive farm use (“EFU”) 

zoning to rural industrial zoning. The exception area consists of high-value soils 

per ORS 195.300(10) and supports production of various specialty agricultural 

products, including organic blueberry and mint crops. 

In its initial application, the port sought a reasons exception that would 

permit the port to develop the exception area with any of the uses allowed under 

the county’s Rural Industrial–Planned Development zone. The port’s 

application presented three separate reasons to justify an exception to Goal 3.1 

                                                        
1 For a proposal to site rural industrial development on resource land, OAR 660-
004-0022(3) provides that appropriate reasons include, but are not limited to: 
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The county approved the port’s application in 2014. Riverkeeper, and a local 

mint farmer, Mike Seely, appealed the county’s decision to the Land Use Board 

of Appeals (“LUBA”).  

LUBA remanded the county’s decision on multiple grounds, including a 

finding that the county’s analysis under the alternative areas standard was 

“highly problematic.” Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County, 70 Or LUBA 

171, 199 (2014) (“Riverkeeper I”). LUBA directed the county to re-evaluate its 

alternative site analysis and noted that “the reasonable accommodation standard 

at OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) is not an easy standard to satisfy * * *.” Id.  

On remand, the port revised its application to narrow the proposed uses 

to five industrial use categories: forestry and wood products, dry bulk 

                                                        
“(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource 
located on agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources 
and resource sites include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate 
deposits, water reservoirs, natural features, or river or ocean ports; 
 
(b) The use cannot be located inside an urban growth boundary due 
to impacts that are hazardous or incompatible in densely populated 
areas; or 

 
(c) The use would have a significant comparative advantage due to 
its location (e.g., near existing industrial activity, an energy facility, 
or products available from other rural activities), which would 
benefit the county economy and cause only minimal loss of 
productive resource lands.” 

 
The port’s initial application identified each of the listed reasons as justification 
for an exception to Goal 3. 
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commodities, liquid bulk commodities, breakbulk, and natural gas and 

derivative products. The revised application sought an exception based on a 

single reason: “The use is significantly dependent on a unique resource located 

on agricultural or forest land.” OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). The port identified 

the “unique resource” as the deepwater port and existing dock facilities at Port 

Westward. The application was supported primarily by a consultant report 

referred to as the “Mackenzie Report.” The Mackenzie Report included a site-

specific comparison of alternative areas that would not require a new goal 

exception, including the existing Port Westward site, another site owned by the 

port, Oregon’s four other deepwater ports, and other sites raised by members of 

the public. 

B. Columbia County’s Decision Adopting a Goal Exception 

The county approved the port’s revised application on February 21, 2018, 

and adopted a reasons exception to Goal 3. The county’s decision identifies “the 

deepwater port, with its existing dock facilities at Port Westward” as the unique 

resource justifying the exception. The county’s findings addressing the 

alternative areas standard under ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) concluded that no 

alternative sites could reasonably accommodate any of the proposed uses. The 

county’s alternative areas analysis considered the existing Port Westward site 

and Oregon’s four other developed deepwater ports––Astoria, Portland, 
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Newport, and Coos Bay. With respect to the Port of Coos Bay, the county’s 

findings rely on the Mackenzie Report: 

“The Board finds that the Oregon International Port of Coos 
Bay is not a viable alternative. The Mackenzie Report explains that 
Coos Bay serves a completely different economic area because it is 
200 nautical miles from the mouth of the Columbia River and does 
not serve Columbia River/M-84 corridor commerce, and because it 
is 230 road miles from the Portland metropolitan area. The 
Mackenzie Report also notes that over 60% of Oregon’s 
manufacturing, warehousing, and transportation-based economy is 
located along the Columbia River Corridor. For commerce beyond 
Oregon, the confluence of national or regional waterways 
(Columbia River/M-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail networks 
(Union Pacific and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at the metro area 
only 50 miles from Port Westward, but 230 road miles from Coos 
Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie Report concludes that properties 
in Coos Bay are not economically comparable to Port Westward to 
serve the Columbia River Corridor economy.” 

 
(Emphasis added). The county rejected the Port of Newport as a viable 

alternative for the same reasons. 

C. LUBA Proceeding 

Riverkeeper again appealed the county’s decision to LUBA; 1000 

Friends of Oregon (“1000 Friends”) joined the appeal as intervenor-petitioners. 

Riverkeeper raised multiple assignments of error with the county’s decision. 

Relevant to this petition, Riverkeeper’s fifth assignment of error contended that 

the county improperly applied OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). Specifically, 

Riverkeeper argued that the county erred by: 1) failing to evaluate whether any 

alternative sites could reasonably accommodate any of the individual uses 

proposed; and 2) by rejecting Coos Bay and Newport as viable alternatives 
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based on generalized locational and economic factors without any discussion of 

why those sites could not reasonably accommodate any of the proposed uses. 

LUBA remanded the county’s decision on Riverkeeper’s and 1000 

Friends’ assignments of error regarding the county’s findings on the 

compatibility standard for a reasons exception, ORS 197.732(2)(c)(D). LUBA 

denied all other assignments of error raised by Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends, 

including Riverkeeper’s fifth assignment of error. In rejecting Riverkeeper’s 

arguments regarding the deepwater ports at Coos Bay and Newport as available 

alternatives, LUBA held: 

“We conclude that in conducting an alternative sites analysis for 
industrial uses justified based on proximity to the ‘unique resource’ 
of a river or ocean port under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), the county 
is not required to evaluate other port sites in the state (or elsewhere) 
that serve entirely different economic markets.” 
 

Columbia Riverkeeper v. Columbia County, ___ Or LUBA ___, (LUBA No. 

2018-020, Dec. 27, 2018) (slip op at 41:6-10) (“Riverkeeper II”). LUBA’s 

determination was based on its finding, “Part of what makes the Port Westward 

site a unique resource is its status as one of three deepwater ports along a 

primary maritime artery, connecting national and international markets with the 

Portland Metropolitan area, the state’s largest economic area.” Id. In essence, 

LUBA included a locational distinction in the description of the “unique 
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resource,” which had not been presented by the port or adopted by the county as 

a justification for the goal exception.2 

D. Court of Appeals Decision 

Riverkeeper appealed LUBA’s decision to the Court of Appeals, and the 

port filed a cross-appeal of LUBA’s remand to the county to reevaluate the 

compatibility standard. Riverkeeper assigned two errors to LUBA’s decision. 

Relevant to this petition, Riverkeeper’s second assignment of error contended 

that LUBA’s determination regarding the “reasonable accommodation” 

standard was inconsistent with the text and purpose of the goal exception 

standard and that LUBA had improperly adopted its own definition of the 

“unique resource” that justified the exception. 

The Court of Appeals affirmed LUBA on appeal and cross-appeal in a 

written opinion. In doing so, the court went further than LUBA’s decision and 

adopted an interpretation of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) that renders the rule 

inconsistent with the text and purpose of ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) and the 

statewide policy of protecting agricultural land. The court rejected 

Riverkeeper’s arguments concluding,  

“[T]he county’s finding that the coastal ports were not 
‘economically comparable’ to Port Westward effectively foreclosed 
on this record a conclusion that those proposed alternative sites are 
ones that ‘can more reasonably accommodate’ the proposed uses.”  

                                                        
2 The port’s revised application explicitly abandoned the “significant 
comparative advantage due to its location” reason as justification for the 
exception. See supra n 1.  
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Riverkeeper III, 297 Or App at 646 (emphasis added). In other words, the court 

affirmed the county’s rejection of Coos Bay and Newport as alternative areas 

that could “reasonably accommodate” the proposed uses based solely on a 

generalized economic comparison. But it also went further and elevated the 

standard in ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) and OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) to require a 

determination of whether alternative areas are more reasonable than the 

proposed exception area. 

The court also injected a geographic limitation into the alternative areas 

analysis: “[T]he terms of [OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)] do not compel the 

conclusion that the obligation extends to consideration of specific sites outside 

of the ‘vicinity’ of the proposed exceptions.” Id. at 645. The court relied on a 

dictionary definition of “vicinity” to conclude that “a local government may, 

consistent with the rule, limit its consideration of alternative sites to those that 

are near the proposed exceptions area.” Id. The court did not address 

Riverkeeper’s argument that LUBA improperly redefined the “unique resource” 

that justified the exception to include its location on the Columbia River. 

Instead, the court appeared to accept LUBA’s reframing of the unique resource: 

“Where the need is for port-related land on the Columbia River, as 
may be the case here, the evaluated alternative lands would seem to 
be confined to those proximate to the port on the river that could 
‘reasonably accommodate the proposed use.’” 
 

Id. at 645–46, n 5. 
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III. QUESTIONS PRESENTED AND PROPOSED RULES OF LAW 

A. Questions Presented: 

1. Does ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) require a determination that areas that 

do not require a new exception cannot “more reasonably accommodate” the 

proposed use? 

2. Does OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) authorize a local government to 

reject alternative areas that do not require a goal exception based solely on 

generalized economic comparisons? 

a. If yes, is OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) invalid because it is 

inconsistent with ORS 215.243 and Goal 3? 

3. Where a goal exception would allow multiple uses, must a local 

government evaluate whether alternative sites can reasonably accommodate any 

one of the multiple proposed uses in order to comply with ORS 

197.732(2)(c)(B)? 

4. Does OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) place a geographic limit on a local 

government’s obligation to conduct site specific comparisons of alternative 

areas? 

B. Proposed Rules of Law: 

1. ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) requires a determination that “areas that do 

not require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use[.]” To the 

extent that OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(C) can be read to require a demonstration 
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that alternative areas can “more reasonably accommodate the proposed use,” 

the rule is inconsistent with the text and purpose of ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) and 

is therefore invalid. 

2. OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) authorizes a local government to 

consider economic factors “along with other relevant factors” in conducting the 

alternative areas analysis. The rule does not authorize a local government to 

reject alternative areas based solely on generalized economic comparisons. 

a. To the extent OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) can be read to 

authorize a local government to reject alternative areas based solely on 

generalized economic factors, the rule is invalid because it is inconsistent 

with ORS 215.243 and the objective of Goal 3 to preserve agricultural 

lands for farm use. 

3. Where a goal exception would allow multiple uses, ORS 

197.732(2)(c)(B) requires the local government to find that areas that do not 

require a new exception cannot reasonably accommodate any of the individual 

uses proposed for the exception area. 

4. OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) does not place any geographic limit on a 

local government’s obligation to conduct site-specific comparisons of 

alternative areas. 

// 

// 
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IV. IMPORTANCE OF LEGAL QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

This case presents an issue of first impression in this Court regarding the 

interpretation of ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) and the administrative rules that govern 

the process for taking an exception to Oregon’s Statewide Planning Goals. 

Resolution of the questions presented in this case will have important 

implications for protected farm and forest lands statewide. 

The exceptions process set forth in ORS 197.732 is the gateway to 

removing land use protections from farm and forest lands and allowing those 

lands to be developed. The process is intended to be difficult and rigorous, 

otherwise conversion of farmland would be commonplace. Each of the four 

prongs of the exception process serves an important purpose in ensuring that 

exceptions are reserved for only the most “exceptional” of circumstances.  

The Court of Appeals’ interpretation of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) 

eviscerates the effectiveness of the “reasonable accommodation” prong of the 

exceptions process by shifting the presumption in favor of taking a goal 

exception and allowing a local government to reject alternative areas that could 

potentially accommodate the proposed use based solely on broad and 

generalized economic comparisons. Under this interpretation of the rule, the 

standard will be satisfied in nearly any circumstance imaginable with a minimal 

showing that land already zoned for industrial, commercial or residential uses is 

more expensive to develop than farmland and is thus not “economically 
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comparable” to the proposed exception area. Such a result is highly problematic 

and undercuts the integrity of the reasons exceptions process. 

The decision in this case has the potential to impact all Oregonians and, 

in particular, Oregon’s rural communities that depend on an intact resource land 

base. The port’s proposal, which would rezone 837 acres of farmland as 

industrial land, is the second-largest single rezone of farmland in Oregon since 

at least 2008.3 It is also larger than the total acreage of farmland rezoned to 

industrial land across the entire state in all but two years since 2001.4 

Interestingly, the proposal itself is not tied to a particular use but multiple 

industrial use categories. Nonetheless, these uses, which include large-scale 

fossil fuel development, have the potential to drastically reshape the agricultural 

landscape along the lower Columbia River. 

Protection of farmland is an essential element of Oregon’s land use 

system. ORS 215.243. This Court recently recognized the importance of 

agricultural lands in Oregon’s statewide land use system and the economic 

significance of farming in Oregon. Stop the Dump Coalition v. Yamhill County, 

364 Or 432, 441, 435 P3d 698 (2019). The Court also noted that preservation of 

agricultural land in large blocks is an important statewide policy. Id. at 442. 

Oregon’s farming community consists of 35,000 farms and ranches – 96 

                                                        
3 Personal email communication with Tim Murphy, DLCD. July 22, 2019. 
4 Department of Land Conservation and Development, 2016-2017 Oregon 
Farm and Forest Report, 49, Table 16 (2019). 
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percent of which are family owned.5 It is important to Oregon’s farming 

community to know how and when farmland can be converted to industrial 

uses, particularly where those uses may be incompatible with surrounding farm 

uses. To further advise the Court on the statewide importance of this case, 1000 

Friends of Oregon––the state’s longest standing and most accomplished land 

use advocacy organization––will seek leave to appear as amicus curiae in 

support of this petition. 

While the specific questions presented in this case present issues of first 

impression in this Court, there is another case currently pending before the 

Court that involves the standards for taking an exception to Goal 3. 1000 

Friends of Oregon v. Jackson County, 292 Or App 173, 423 P3d 793, rev. 

allowed, 363 Or 727, 429 P3d 384 (2018). 

V. ARGUMENT IN SUPPORT OF QUESTIONS PRESENTED 

The Oregon legislature declared a statewide policy to preserve “a 

maximum amount of the limited supply of agricultural land” in the state and 

that “the preservation of such land in large blocks is necessary in maintaining 

the agricultural economy of the state * * *.” ORS 215.243. Pursuant to 

legislative directive, LCDC adopted Statewide Planning Goal 3 – “To preserve 

and maintain agricultural lands.” See ORS 197.225. The statewide planning 

                                                        
5 Oregon State Board of Agriculture, State of Oregon Agriculture, 5 (2017). 
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goals and their guidelines serve as the basis for state and local comprehensive 

land use plans. Id. 

Recognizing that there may be specific limited circumstances in which 

the statewide planning goals cannot be satisfied, LCDC adopted Goal 2, Part II, 

which authorizes a local government to take an “exception” to the goals on 

specific properties or in specific situations where certain standards are met. 

Goal exceptions “must be just that – exceptional.” 1000 Friends of Oregon v. 

Land Conservation & Dev. Comm., 69 Or App 717, 731, 688 P2d 103 (1984). 

ORS 197.732(2) provides, in relevant part, “A local government may 

adopt an exception to a goal if: * * * (B) Areas that do not require a new 

exception cannot reasonably accommodate the use.” ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B). 

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(B) further provides that in order to justify an 

exception “it is necessary to discuss why other areas that do not require a new 

exception cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed use.” The statute and 

rule establish a presumption that non-resource land––land that is not designated 

for farm or forest use––is available. The local government must overcome that 

presumption by demonstrating that it would be unreasonable to develop 

available non-resource lands with the proposed use. As LUBA has noted, the 

reasonable accommodation standard “is not an easy standard to satisfy[.]” 

Riverkeeper I, 70 Or LUBA at 199. The Court of Appeals’ interpretation of the 

goal exception rules effectively shifts the “reasonable accommodation” 
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standard from one intended to protect farmland to one that favors and facilitates 

its conversion. 

First, the court erred in interpreting OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) to require a 

finding that alternative areas cannot “more reasonably accommodate” the 

proposed use. Riverkeeper III, 297 Or App at 646 (emphasis added). 

The goal exception standard established by the legislature requires a local 

government to find that “[a]reas that do not require a new exception cannot 

reasonably accommodate the use[.]” ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B). There is no 

requirement that alternative areas be more reasonable for siting the proposed 

use than the exception area.  

The Court of Appeals’ decision flips the reasonable accommodation 

standard on its head and creates a preference in favor of converting resource 

land for uses that are already allowed on non-resource land. Under the court’s 

interpretation, where an alternative area is found to be equal to the resource 

land proposed for an exception in terms of its ability to accommodate the 

proposed use, the local government would be free to choose the resource land 

simply because it is the preferred site. To the extent OAR 660-004-

0020(2)(b)(C) can be read to impose a requirement that a local government 

determine whether the proposed use can be “more reasonably accommodated” 

on non-resource land, the rule imposes a higher burden than the statute and is 

thus inconsistent with the plain text of ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) and Goal 2, Part 
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II. “LCDC’s rules are valid only if they are consistent with both the applicable 

statutes and goals.” Wetherell v. Douglas County, 342 Or 666, 676, 160 P3d 

614 (2007). 

  Next, the court accepted as consistent with the “reasonable 

accommodation” standard the county’s decision to eliminate the coastal ports at 

Coos Bay and Newport as available alternatives because they were not 

“economically comparable.” Riverkeeper III, 297 Or App at 645. OAR 660-

004-0020(2)(b)(B) provides in part, “Economic factors may be considered 

along with other relevant factors in determining that the use cannot reasonably 

be accommodated in other areas.” (Emphasis added). The county rejected Coos 

Bay and Newport as viable alternatives based solely on a generalized economic 

comparison of those sites to the exception area in terms of their relative 

proximity to the Columbia River Corridor economy. 

 In affirming LUBA, the Court of Appeals accepted an application of the 

“reasonable accommodation” standard that is inconsistent with the plain text of 

the rule, which allows consideration of economic factors “along with other 

relevant factors,” but not as a stand-alone basis for rejecting alternatives.6 The 

                                                        
6 Prior to its decision in this case, LUBA’s long-held interpretation of the rule 
was that “[a]n economic factor…is not, then, a legitimate sole determinative 
factor in deciding whether an alternative site can or cannot reasonably 
accommodate the use.” DLCD v. Douglas County, 38 Or LUBA 542, 552 
(2000); see 1000 Friends of Oregon v. Marion County, 18 Or LUBA 409, 423 
(1989) (sustaining error where county’s findings provided only economic 
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context of the rule suggests that LCDC did not intend to allow economic factors 

to serve as the sole basis for rejecting alternative sites. Otherwise, in nearly 

every circumstance, non-resource land will not be “economically comparable” 

to resource land because resource land (farm and forest land) is on average 

valued much lower than non-resource land.7 Such a result would be inconsistent 

with the statewide policy to protect agricultural land established in ORS 

215.243 and Goal 3 and would render the rule invalid. Wetherell, 342 Or at 676. 

Moreover, even if the rule could properly be interpreted as allowing for 

elimination of available alternatives based solely on generalized economic 

comparisons, the statute and rule nonetheless require an evaluation of whether 

alternative areas can reasonably accommodate “the proposed use.” ORS 

197.732(2)(c)(B). A goal exception must be justified for each use proposed for 

an exception. In Riverkeeper I, LUBA agreed with this application of the rule: 

“* * * if one or more alternative sites can reasonably accommodate 
one or more of the proposed large lot industrial uses, then the county 
cannot reject such sites solely on the basis that they cannot provide 
837 acres for multiple large lot industrial uses at a single location.” 
 

70 Or LUBA at 198. In other words, the county must evaluate alternative areas 

                                                        
justifications rather than addressing requirements of OAR 660-004-
0020(2)(b)(B)). 
7 For example, in 2002, the average per acre value in Lane County was $32,724 
for land inside the urban growth boundary as compared to $7,311 for farm-
zoned land outside the urban growth boundary. William Jaeger, OSU Extension 
Special Report, How have land-use regulations affected property values in 
Oregon? 1077 (2007).  
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for whether they could reasonably accommodate any one of the multiple rural 

industrial uses proposed for the exception area. 

 The court’s decision ignores the requirements of the goal exception rules. 

The county never made any findings that each use included within the five 

industrial use categories proposed for the exception area requires a location on 

the Columbia River or near the Portland economic market. And the county 

never explained why the ports at Coos Bay and Newport cannot reasonably 

accommodate any of the proposed uses, which include uses already existing or 

planned at those ports. By affirming LUBA, the court accepted the county’s 

blanket rejection of alternative sites based on generalized statements regarding 

market needs and the port’s locational preference. In doing so, the court 

adopted an application of the reasonable accommodation standard that renders 

it effectively inoperable.  

Finally, the Court of Appeals misapplied OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(C) to 

impose a geographic limit on site specific comparisons of alternative areas. 

ORS 197.732(2)(c)(B) does not include any geographic limitation for 

consideration of “areas that do not require a new exception.” The rule provides 

in part, “Initially, a local government adopting an exception need assess only 

whether those similar types of areas in the vicinity could not reasonably 

accommodate the proposed use.” OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(C). However, this 

initial threshold analysis is supplanted when a party to the proceedings proposes 
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specific alternative areas for consideration. Id. At that point a local government 

is required to conduct site specific comparisons and “[a] detailed evaluation of 

specific alternative sites.”8 Id. The provisions governing site specific 

comparisons do not include any reference to or provision for limiting the 

analysis of alternative sites to those within the “vicinity” of the exception area. 

Id.  

Despite a clear textual distinction in the rule, the Court of Appeals 

extended the “vicinity” limitation on a local government’s initial obligation to 

review “similar types of areas” to apply to the more detailed site-specific 

comparisons. The court stated, 

“Although the rule specifies that a local government must conduct a 
‘site specific comparison’ if a party to the proceeding suggests a 
specific site for consideration, the terms of the rule do not compel 
the conclusion that that obligation extends to consideration of 
specific sites outside of the ‘vicinity’ of the proposed exceptions.” 
 

Riverkeeper III, 297 Or App at 645. The court’s decision imposes a geographic 

limitation on the site-specific alternatives analysis where LCDC and the 

legislature did not intend for one to apply. This Court construes the meaning of 

administrative rules following the same methodology applied to statutory 

                                                        
8 It is undisputed that the county engaged in the second level site-specific 
comparison of alternative areas to satisfy the reasonable accommodation 
standard. Accordingly, neither the port nor the county argued before LUBA or 
the Court of Appeals, that the county’s alternative areas analysis could be 
limited to areas within “vicinity” of Port Westward. 
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interpretation. Tye v. McFetridge, 324 Or 61, 69, 149 P3d 1111 (2006). The 

Court of Appeals’ interpretation of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b)(C) is at odds with 

the plain text and runs afoul of the rule that that courts are not to insert what has 

been omitted. See City of Klamath Falls v. Environmental Quality Comm’n, 318 

Or 532, 543, 870 P2d 825 (1994).  

VI. CONCLUSION 

For the foregoing reasons, Columbia Riverkeeper respectfully requests 

that this Court allow this Petition for Review.  

 DATED this 24th day of July, 2019. 

      CRAG LAW CENTER 

      s/ Maura C. Fahey     
      Maura C. Fahey, OSB No. 133549 

     Of Attorneys for Petitioner on Review 
     Columbia Riverkeeper 
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LAGESEN, P. J.

Affirmed on petition and cross-petition.
Case Summary: This judicial review proceeding arises from a final order 

of the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). In that order, LUBA remanded a 
decision of the Board of Commissioners for Columbia County (the county). The 
county’s decision approved a reasons exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3—
and related comprehensive plan and zoning changes—for an area of agricultural 
land adjacent to Port Westward. The county granted the exception to allow for 
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the expansion of the port. LUBA concluded that the county’s findings in support 
of the exception were inadequate in one respect, but that the decision was other-
wise sound. Columbia Riverkeeper petitions for review, contending that LUBA 
erred by concluding that the county properly determined that two other applica-
ble requirements for the reasons exception were satisfied; the Port of Columbia 
County cross-petitions for review, contending that LUBA erred when it deter-
mined that some of the county’s findings were inadequate. Held: The Court of 
Appeals concluded that neither party demonstrated that LUBA erred.

Affirmed on petition and cross-petition.
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 LAGESEN, P. J.

 This judicial review proceeding arises from a final 
order of the Land Use Board of Appeals (LUBA). In that order, 
LUBA remanded a decision of the Board of Commissioners 
for Columbia County (the county). The county’s decision 
approved a reasons exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3 
(Agricultural Land)—and related comprehensive plan and 
zoning changes—for an area of agricultural land adjacent 
to Port Westward, a deepwater port on the Columbia River. 
The county granted the exception to allow for the expan-
sion of the port. LUBA concluded that the county’s findings 
in support of the exception were inadequate in one respect, 
but that the decision was otherwise sound. Columbia 
Riverkeeper (Riverkeeper) has petitioned for judicial review, 
contending that LUBA erred by concluding that the county 
properly determined that two other applicable require-
ments for the reasons exception were satisfied; the Port of 
Columbia County (the port) has cross-petitioned for review, 
contending that LUBA erred when it determined that some 
of the county’s findings were inadequate. We conclude that 
neither party has demonstrated that LUBA erred. We there-
fore affirm on the petition and cross-petition.

I. LEGAL AND FACTUAL BACKGROUND

A. Legal Standards at Issue

 We start with the legal standards applicable to the 
county decision at the heart of this proceeding. Here, the 
port seeks authorization for industrial uses on land desig-
nated agricultural in the county’s comprehensive plan. To 
obtain that authorization, the port must demonstrate justifi-
cation for an exception to Statewide Planning Goal 3, which 
requires counties to preserve and maintain agricultural 
lands for farm use. One type of allowable exception—the 
type at issue in this case—is a “reasons exception” under 
ORS 197.732(2)(c) and OAR 660-004-0020(2). Four stan-
dards must be met to permit a reasons exception to a state-
wide land use goal:

 “(A) Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in 
the applicable goals should not apply;
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 “(B) Areas that do not require a new exception cannot 
reasonably accommodate the use;

 “(C) The longterm environmental, economic, social 
and energy consequences resulting from the use at the 
proposed site with measures designed to reduce adverse 
impacts are not significantly more adverse than would typ-
ically result from the same proposal being located in areas 
requiring a goal exception other than the proposed site; 
and

 “(D) The proposed uses are compatible with other adja-
cent uses or will be so rendered through measures designed 
to reduce adverse impacts.”

ORS 197.732(2)(c); Statewide Planning Goal 2: Part II 
(Exceptions); OAR 660-004-0020(2) (restating and amplify-
ing statutory standard).1

 OAR 660-004-0022 elaborates on the various types 
of reasons that can justify the conclusion that “the state 
policy embodied in the applicable goals” should not apply to 
preclude a particular use. See generally OAR 660-004-0022. 
Under that rule, one identified reason to allow “siting of 
industrial development” on resource land outside an urban 
growth boundary is proximity to a “unique resource,” such 
as—as is the case here—a port: “The use is significantly 
dependent upon a unique resource located on agricultural or 
forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites 
include * * * river or ocean ports[.]” OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).

B. County Proceedings

 This proceeding began in 2013. Port Westward is a 
deepwater port on the Columbia River. It is a self-scouring 
site, which means that the property can accommodate deep-
draft vessels without being dredged. To lay the groundwork 
for expanding Port Westward, the port applied to the county 
for exceptions to Goal 3, along with corresponding amend-
ments to the comprehensive plan and zoning changes, for 
an 837-acre area of land adjacent to Port Westward. In 
its application, the port requested that a broad array of 

 1 For each of the four criteria listed in OAR 197.732(2)(c), OAR 660-004-
0020(2) describes in greater detail the analysis a local government must under-
take in determining whether the criteria are met.
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industrial uses be allowed on the site, contending that sev-
eral different exceptions to Goal 3 applied to the property 
in question. The county approved three exceptions, includ-
ing a reasons exception, as well as the corresponding plan 
and zone amendments. However, the matter was appealed 
to LUBA and LUBA remanded to the county on a number of 
grounds, including that the county had failed to justify the 
reasons exception for the wide range of uses proposed.

 On remand, the port modified its application. The 
modified application sought only a reasons exception to per-
mit a limited set of industrial uses on the land. Specifically, 
the port sought a reasons exception under OAR 660-004-
0020(2) and OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) for five particular uses:

“(1) Forestry and Wood Products processing, production, 
storage and transportation; (2) Dry Bulk Commodities 
transfer, storage, production and processing; (3) Liquid 
Bulk Commodities processing, storage, and transportation; 
(4) Natural Gas and derivative products, processing, stor-
age, and transportation; and (5) Breakbulk storage, trans-
portation, and processing.”

Relying primarily on analysis contained in a report denom-
inated the “Mackenzie Report,” the port sought to demon-
strate that the reason the policies underlying Goal 3 should 
not apply to preclude the requested uses is because those 
uses are “significantly dependent on [the] unique resource” of 
a deepwater port. OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a).2 The Mackenzie 
Report explained:

 “Uses with foreign trade markets and marine-served 
domestic markets for products that are shipped by marine 
vessel are, by definition, reliant on deepwater port facili-
ties. Table 2 demonstrates that each of the five proposed 
uses for [the Port Westward expansion] involve foreign 
import/export operations and are thus dependent upon a 

 2 OAR 660-004-0022(3) provides, in relevant part:
 “Rural Industrial Development: For the siting of industrial development 
on resource land outside an urban growth boundary, appropriate reasons 
and facts may include, but are not limited to, the following:
 “(a) The use is significantly dependent upon a unique resource located 
on agricultural or forest land. Examples of such resources and resource sites 
include geothermal wells, mineral or aggregate deposits, water reservoirs, 
natural features, or river or ocean ports.”
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deepwater port. The proposed uses will achieve a signifi-
cant operational advantage due to deepwater port access 
with nearby storage yards. As the proposed uses are low- 
margin businesses, port proximity is necessary to mini-
mize operational costs for both import/export and domes-
tic shipping operations. An external benefit of these firms’ 
locations near port facilities is that locating their yards 
close to the port minimizes impacts on offsite transporta-
tion infrastructure.”

Further, the port contended, the other criteria for a rea-
sons exception were met, including the requirement that  
“[a]reas that do not require a new exception cannot reason-
ably accommodate the use[s],” OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), as 
well as the requirement that the “proposed uses are compat-
ible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered through 
measures designed to reduce adverse impacts,” OAR 660-
004-0020(2)(d).

 The county agreed that a reasons exception should 
be granted for the five proposed uses. The county looked to 
OAR 660-004-0022(3), as noted, a rule establishing par-
ticular exception requirements for the siting of industrial 
development on rural resource land. The county determined 
that the deepwater port at Port Westward was the type of 
“unique resource” that would permit an exception to Goal 3 
for uses that are “significantly dependent” on a deepwater 
port: “[T]he approved uses each involve the act (or acts) of 
getting the subject goods processed, transferred, imported 
and/or exported via deepwater port and accordingly serve 
as a valid basis for taking an exception to Goal 3.” However, 
the county noted that opponents of the exception had legit-
imate concerns as to whether some of the approved uses 
when implemented might, in fact, lack the requisite depen-
dence on a deepwater port. To account for those concerns, 
the county explained that, even though it did not construe 
the port’s application to seek approval for any nondepen-
dent uses—it characterized the port’s application as “self- 
limiting”—it would impose measures to safeguard against 
uses that did not actually depend on a deepwater port:

 “To the extent opponents have expressed concern that 
future rural industrial Port tenant uses could potentially 
lack a nexus with the deepwater port at Port Westward, 
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and thereby undermine the basis for granting the excep-
tion, the Board finds that the terms of the Port’s application 
on remand is self-limiting in that the sole basis the Port 
has put forward is significant dependence on the deepwater 
port at Port Westward. Given that limitation, any potential 
tenant seeking to locate in the new expansion area would 
be limited not only to the five authorized uses, but to the 
five authorized uses in a form that would be significantly 
dependent on the deepwater port at Port Westward.

 “Nevertheless, the Board acknowledges that the oppo-
nents’ concern is a reasonable one and notes that Condition 
5 has accordingly been imposed for additional clarity. The 
condition requires that the five uses authorized be signifi-
cantly dependent on and have demonstrated access to the 
deepwater port at Port Westward. With that condition in 
place, the Board finds that the only rural industrial uses 
the approval authorizes in the new expansion area are 
those that will be significantly dependent on actual deep-
water port usage at Port Westward.”

 Addressing the requirements of OAR 660-004-
0020(2)(b), the county determined that the proposed uses 
could not be “reasonably accommodated” instead by “areas 
that do not require a new exception.” It concluded that the 
relevant areas to consider for purpose of its analysis were the 
five other deepwater ports in Oregon, rejecting arguments 
that it must look to out-of-state sites, or to ports that were 
not deepwater ports. The county then found that the Port 
of Portland and the Port of Astoria were not viable alter-
native sites to accommodate the proposed uses because of 
space limitations and other constraints. It determined that 
the other three deepwater ports in Oregon—the Port of Coos 
Bay, the Port of Newport, and the Port of Tillamook—were 
not viable alternative sites that could reasonably accom-
modate the same uses because those sites were located too 
far from the Columbia River/M-84 marine highway corri-
dor commerce. Addressing the Port of Coos Bay, the county 
explained:

 “The Board finds that the Oregon International Port 
of Coos Bay is not a viable alternative. The Mackenzie 
Report explains that Coos Bay serves a completely differ-
ent economic area because it is 200 nautical miles from the 
mouth of the Columbia River and does not serve Columbia 
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River/M-84 corridor commerce, and because it is 230 road 
miles from the Portland metropolitan area. The Mackenzie 
Report also notes that over 60% of Oregon’s manufacturing, 
warehousing, and transportation-based economy is located 
along the Columbia River Corridor. For commerce beyond 
Oregon, the confluence of national or regional waterways 
(Columbia River/M-84), freeways (I-5, I-84), and rail net-
works (Union Pacific and BNSF Class I rail lines) occurs at 
the metro area only 50 miles from Port Westward, but 230 
road miles from Coos Bay. Based on that, the Mackenzie 
Report concludes that properties in Coos Bay are not 
economically comparable to Port Westward to serve the 
Columbia River Corridor economy. Accordingly, [the] Board 
concludes that the Oregon International Port of Coos Bay 
is not a viable alternative for the approved uses.”

The county explained that, because of similar reasoning 
based on location, the Port of Newport and the Port of 
Tillamook also were not sites that could reasonably accom-
modate the proposed uses. The Port of Tillamook, the county 
added, was not suitable for an additional reason: it “entirely 
lacks maritime access.”

 Addressing the requirements of OAR 660-004-
0020(2)(d), the county determined that the “proposed uses 
are compatible with other adjacent uses or will be so rendered 
through measures designed to reduce adverse impacts.” It 
found that the approval contained numerous conditions that 
could mitigate any adverse impacts from the proposed uses. 
Addressing the opponents’ argument that the proposed uses 
were too poorly defined to conduct a meaningful compati-
bility analysis, the county found that there was no evidence 
that the proposed uses would impact adjacent uses differ-
ently from the industrial uses currently permitted at Port 
Westward:

“Opponents have argued that the approved uses are so 
broad as to prohibit maintaining such compatibility, but 
have not explained how compatibility is not adequately 
maintained between one or more of those approved uses. 
The Board notes that under ORS 197.732(1)(a) and OAR 
660-004-0020(2)(d) ‘compatible’ as a term ‘is not intended 
as an absolute term meaning no interference or adverse 
impacts of any type with adjacent uses.’ The Board finds 
no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction 
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between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and 
those of existing industrial uses at Port Westward on neigh-
boring uses and therefore finds that the approved uses will 
be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses.”

 Thereafter, the county adopted Ordinance No. 2018-1 
granting the port’s application with conditions.

C. LUBA Proceedings

 Riverkeeper appealed to LUBA, as did 1000 Friends 
of Oregon.3 Pertinent to this proceeding, Riverkeeper con-
tended that, for numerous reasons, the county erred in con-
cluding that (1) the five proposed uses were “significantly 
dependent” on the “unique resource” of a deepwater port; 
(2) other sites that did not require an exception could not 
reasonably accommodate the five proposed uses; and (3) the 
proposed uses were compatible with adjacent uses, or could 
be made compatible with measures designed to address the 
impacts of the uses. Riverkeeper contended that, in reach-
ing those conclusions, the county erroneously interpreted 
the applicable rules, and also that its determinations were 
not supported by substantial evidence.

 LUBA rejected Riverkeeper’s first two assertions 
but agreed with the third. Regarding Riverkeeper’s chal-
lenges to the board’s “significantly dependent” determina-
tion, LUBA rejected the argument that, because certain 
components of the five uses might not, on their own, be sig-
nificantly dependent on a deepwater port, that meant that 
the fives uses as a whole were not significantly dependent. In 
particular, LUBA pointed to the analysis in the Mackenzie 
Report explaining how the five uses, including their compo-
nents, were “highly dependent” on proximity to a deepwater 
port because of the low-margin operations involved:

 “The port argues, and we agree, that petitioners have 
not demonstrated that the county erred in concluding that 
the five identified uses are ‘significantly dependent’ on the 
deepwater port, notwithstanding that some components of 
the uses could theoretically be separated from the others 

 3 1000 Friends of Oregon is not a party to this judicial review proceeding. 
Before LUBA, the arguments of Riverkeeper and 1000 Friends had significant 
overlap. References to arguments made by Riverkeeper below at times encompass 
overlapping arguments by 1000 Friends.
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and located elsewhere. As the Mackenzie Report notes, 
import/export uses of this kind are low-margin opera-
tions, and proximity to a deepwater port represents a sig-
nificant operational and cost advantage. That advantage 
clearly extends to the import/export operation as a whole. 
Stated differently, an otherwise integrated import/export 
operation that is allowed to locate only storage yards and 
loading/unloading facilities at the port, but is forced to 
locate processing and other components of the operation 
elsewhere, could be at a significant economic disadvan-
tage * * * that may preclude siting any facilities entirely at 
Port Westward. We conclude that the county did not err 
in evaluating the five identified uses as a whole, includ-
ing components such as processing or production of goods 
and commodities transshipped via the port, to determine 
whether the use as a whole is significantly dependent on 
the deepwater port.”

 LUBA also rejected the contention that the board’s 
inclusion of Condition 5 (requiring a demonstration that any 
use allowed in the exception area is, in fact, significantly 
dependent on the deepwater port) meant that the county 
was, in effect, impermissibly deferring its finding regarding 
significant dependence until a later date. LUBA elaborated:

 “However, we disagree that Condition 5 represents a defer- 
ral of findings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a). The 
county adopted several pages of findings intended to estab-
lish that uses authorized under the exception are limited to 
those that are significantly dependent on the port facility. 
Record 18-21. The county imposed Condition 5 only because 
opponents, including petitioners, expressed concerns that 
there were inadequate safeguards to prevent approval of 
industrial uses that are not in fact significantly dependent 
on the port facility. That the county agreed to impose addi-
tional safeguards does not mean that the county deferred 
findings of compliance with OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to the 
permit stage.”

 Addressing whether there were other sites not 
requiring an exception that could reasonably accommodate 
the five proposed uses, LUBA first rejected Riverkeeper’s 
argument that the county erred by limiting its consider-
ation to the other deepwater port sites in Oregon. LUBA 
explained that, “because the exception is justified based 
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solely on the ‘unique resource’ of a deepwater port—in this 
case, a self-scouring deepwater port that requires no dredg-
ing in order to accommodate ocean-going cargo vessels—the 
county properly limited its analysis to alternative sites with 
access to a deepwater port.”

 LUBA next addressed Riverkeeper’s contention that 
the county erred when it concluded that the three coastal 
ports could not reasonably accommodate the uses proposed 
for the expansion area because of their location outside the 
Columbia River corridor; Riverkeeper argued that it “is error 
under OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) to reject an alternative site 
simply because it does not serve the same economic region 
as the preferred site.” Rejecting that argument, LUBA 
explained that, under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b), the county 
was permitted to consider economic factors in determining 
whether other sites could reasonably accommodate the pro-
posed uses and, further, that

“[p]art of what makes the Port Westward site a unique 
resource is its status as one of three deepwater ports along 
a primary maritime artery, connecting national and inter-
national markets within the Portland Metropolitan area, 
the state’s largest economic area. The three coastal ports 
are located hundreds of miles away from that economic 
area and serve very different and more isolated regional 
markets. We conclude that in conducting an alternative 
site analysis for industrial uses justified based on proxim-
ity to the ‘unique resource’ of a river or ocean port under 
OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a), the county is not required to eval-
uate other port sites in the state (or elsewhere) that serve 
entirely different economic markets.”

 LUBA did not, however, accept the county’s decision 
in every respect. It determined that the county’s analysis 
regarding the compatibility between the proposed uses and 
adjacent uses was not supported by adequate findings or 
substantial evidence. Observing that the county inferred 
that the impacts of the proposed uses would not adversely 
affect adjacent uses based on the types of impacts from past 
industrial uses, LUBA explained that the inference was 
not reasonable absent evidence that the impacts of the pro-
posed uses would be comparable to the impacts of existing  
uses:
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“[T]he Port does not cite to any evidence supporting the 
county’s finding that the likely adverse impacts of the pro-
posed uses are similar to the impacts of the existing indus-
trial uses at Port Westward. The findings simply state that 
there is no evidence that the impacts would be different. 
However, the absence of evidence that the impacts would 
be different is not a basis to conclude that the impacts 
would be similar. The unsupported presumption that the 
impacts would be similar is the foundation for much of the 
county’s subsequent analysis. Because that presumption is 
not supported by substantial evidence, we agree with peti-
tioners that remand is necessary to adopt more adequate 
findings regarding compatibility, supported by substantial 
evidence.”

(Emphasis in original.)

 Board member Zamudio concurred in the decision 
“based on the facts that the exception is based on a single 
unique resource, the river port, the exception authorizes 
only those uses that are significantly dependent on the river 
port, and the exception area is uniquely situated by the 
river port.” She wrote separately to address several of her 
concerns with the county’s decision.

D. Issues and Arguments on Judicial Review

 As noted, Riverkeeper has petitioned for judicial 
review of LUBA’s final order, and the port has cross-petitioned. 
Riverkeeper assigns error to LUBA’s determinations that 
(1) the county correctly determined that the five proposed 
uses are significantly dependent on the unique resources 
of a deepwater port and (2) the county correctly concluded 
that there were no other sites that could, without an excep-
tion, reasonably accommodate the proposed uses. The port 
assigns error to LUBA’s conclusion that the county’s deter-
mination regarding the compatibility of the proposed uses 
with adjacent uses was not supported by adequate findings 
or substantial evidence.

II. STANDARD OF REVIEW

 In the order on review, LUBA did not engage in any 
factfinding under ORS 197.835(2), and, before us, neither 
party contends that LUBA’s order is unconstitutional. We 
therefore review LUBA’s order to determine whether it is 
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“unlawful in substance or procedure.” ORS 197.850(9)(a); 
Central Oregon Landwatch v. Deschutes County, 285 Or App 
267, 269, 396 P3d 968 (2017). To the extent that the parties’ 
assignments of error challenge LUBA’s determinations as 
to whether substantial evidence supports the county’s order, 
we review to assess whether LUBA correctly understood its 
role in conducting its review for substantial evidence. Root 
v. Klamath County, 260 Or App 665, 670, 320 P3d 631 (2014).

III. ANALYSIS
A. Riverkeeper’s Petition

1. Significant dependence
 In its first assignment of error, Riverkeeper argues 
that LUBA erred in upholding the county’s determination 
that the five proposed uses identified in the port’s applica-
tion are significantly dependent on the unique resource of 
a deepwater port. Specifically, Riverkeeper contends that 
LUBA erred in three different ways: (1) by misconstruing 
its arguments; (2) by misconstruing the “significant depen-
dence” standard articulated in OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a); 
and (3) by rejecting the argument that the county imper-
missibly deferred a finding of significant dependence until a 
later time. The central thesis of Riverkeeper’s arguments is 
that the approved uses are broad and contain subcategories 
of uses that, in and of themselves, could not be found (on 
this record, anyway) to be significantly dependent on a deep-
water port. In Riverkeeper’s view, OAR 660-004-0022(3)(a) 
required the county to separately analyze those subcatego-
ries of uses to determine whether they were significantly 
dependent on a deepwater port; further, the fact that the 
record would not support the conclusion that those subcat-
egories are significantly dependent on a deepwater port 
means that the county erred in approving the application. 
Riverkeeper also contends that the county’s imposition of 
Condition 5, requiring that the five uses allowed, in fact, be 
significantly dependent on a deepwater port, demonstrates 
that the county impermissibly deferred making a “signifi-
cant dependence” determination.
 Riverkeeper’s arguments do not demonstrate that 
LUBA’s order is “unlawful in substance.” As to Riverkeeper’s 
first point, having reviewed the record, we are not convinced 
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that LUBA misunderstood the arguments that Riverkeeper 
presented to it. As for Riverkeeper’s remaining arguments, 
they appear to rest on a characterization of the county’s 
decision that LUBA was not required to accept, given the 
plain terms of the decision. Riverkeeper’s arguments appear 
to rest on the proposition that the county’s exception allows 
for the five proposed uses in the broadest of terms. If that 
were the case, then Riverkeeper might be right that the 
county’s “significant dependence” determination could not 
be sustained on this record. But, the county’s decision, as 
LUBA recognized, is not so broad.

 Specifically, the county construed the port’s appli-
cation to be “self-limiting,” that is, to seek approval only 
for those uses that were in fact dependent on a deepwater 
port. With the application so construed, the county then 
found that the evidence demonstrated that those uses were 
dependent on a deepwater port based on the analysis in the 
Mackenzie Report explaining how the five proposed uses 
involved “low-margin” import and export operations that 
were “highly dependent” on access to a deepwater port. The 
county evaluated each of the five approved uses “as a whole” 
in determining significant dependence on a deepwater port, 
that is, the county interpreted the allowed use categories to 
require each use to be dependent upon port transportation 
services.

 Finally, the county adopted an exception state-
ment in its comprehensive plan that limited the allowed 
uses in the exception area to the five categories of uses 
that are significantly dependent on the deepwater port at 
Port Westward. The exception statement determined that 
“each of the five proposed uses for [Port Westward] involve 
foreign import/export operations and are thus dependent 
upon a deepwater port.” In addition, to ensure that any uses 
eventually allowed would comport with the county’s narrow 
construction of the port’s application (and the evidence that 
supported the approval of the application, as narrowly con-
strued), the county imposed Condition 5.

 When the county’s decision is understood in that 
manner, Riverkeeper’s arguments do not demonstrate 
any error in LUBA’s rejection of Riverkeeper’s arguments 
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regarding the county’s interpretation and application of OAR 
660-004-0022(3)(b). Under OAR 660-004-0018(4)(a), when a 
local government takes a reasons exception, “plan and zone 
designations must limit the uses, density, public facilities 
and services, and activities to only those that are justified 
in the exception.” ORS 197.732(1)(b) and the equivalent part 
of Statewide Planning Goal 2: Part II define an “exception” 
as “a comprehensive plan provision” that applies to specific 
properties and avoids a goal requirement by meeting the 
standards for taking an exception. See Waste Not of Yamhill 
County v. Yamhill County, 240 Or App 285, 288, 246 P3d 493 
(2010) (“When a city or county wishes to adopt a property- 
specific plan provision that is inconsistent with a goal 
requirement, it approves an exception to that goal require-
ment as part of the comprehensive plan.”).

 That is precisely what the county did in adopting 
an exceptions statement that approved the five catego-
ries of rural industrial uses—each of which has a storage 
and transportation component—while limiting those uses 
to ones that are “substantially dependent on a deepwater 
port and have demonstrated access rights to the dock.” 
The exceptions statement requires that any allowed use be 
integrated with the port operations through demonstrated 
access rights for the required storage and transportation 
components of the use and that the use be “substantially 
dependent” on Port Westward. That is sufficient to comply 
with the demands of OAR 660-004-0018(4)(a) and to rebut 
Riverkeeper’s contention that the use allowances were too 
broad or insufficient in form.

2. Alternative sites analysis

 Riverkeeper next challenges LUBA’s determina-
tion that the county correctly determined that there was 
no alternative site that could accommodate the proposed 
uses without a goal exception, OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). 
As we understand Riverkeeper’s argument, it contends 
that the county excluded from consideration other coastal 
ports that did not serve the Columbia River corridor, and 
yet the county never adequately explained why proximity 
to the Columbia River corridor was relevant to the inquiry 
of whether other sites could reasonably accommodate the 
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proposed uses. Riverkeeper further contends that LUBA’s 
decision upholding the county’s determination that it need 
not take into account the ocean ports is inconsistent with 
OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b) because, in its view, “[n]othing in 
the text of [the rule] limits the ‘reasonable accommodation’ 
analysis to sites located within the same geographic area or 
economic market.” Riverkeeper asserts that LUBA imper-
missibly relied on findings and conclusions not contained in 
the county’s decision when it addressed the fact that it is 
permissible under the rule to rely on economic factors when 
evaluating the viability of a proposed alternative site.

 Riverkeeper’s contentions do not convince us that 
LUBA’s decision is “unlawful in substance” in upholding the 
county’s determination regarding coastal ports. First, con-
trary to Riverkeeper’s arguments, the terms of OAR 660-
004-0020(2)(a) and (b) indicate that a local government may 
limit its consideration of alternative sites to ones that are 
near the proposed exception area. That provision states, in 
full:

 “(2) The four standards in Goal 2 Part II(c) required 
to be addressed when taking an exception to a goal are 
described in subsections (a) through (d) of this section, 
including general requirements applicable to each of the 
factors:

 “(a) ‘Reasons justify why the state policy embodied in 
the applicable goals should not apply.’ The exception shall 
set forth the facts and assumptions used as the basis for 
determining that a state policy embodied in a goal should 
not apply to specific properties or situations, including the 
amount of land for the use being planned and why the use 
requires a location on resource land;

 “(b) ‘Areas that do not require a new exception cannot 
reasonably accommodate the use.’ The exception must meet 
the following requirements:

 “(A) The exception shall indicate on a map or other-
wise describe the location of possible alternative areas con-
sidered for the use that do not require a new exception. The 
area for which the exception is taken shall be identified;

 “(B) To show why the particular site is justified, it is 
necessary to discuss why other areas that do not require a 
new exception cannot reasonably accommodate the proposed 
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use. Economic factors may be considered along with other 
relevant factors in determining that the use cannot reason-
ably be accommodated in other areas. Under this test the 
following questions shall be addressed:

 “(i) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommodated 
on nonresource land that would not require an exception, 
including increasing the density of uses on nonresource 
land? If not, why not?

 “(ii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommo-
dated on resource land that is already irrevocably com-
mitted to nonresource uses not allowed by the applicable 
Goal, including resource land in existing unincorporated 
communities, or by increasing the density of uses on com-
mitted lands? If not, why not?

 “(iii) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommo-
dated inside an urban growth boundary? If not, why not?

 “(iv) Can the proposed use be reasonably accommo-
dated without the provision of a proposed public facility or 
service? If not, why not?

 “(C) The ‘alternative areas’ standard in paragraph 
B may be met by a broad review of similar types of areas 
rather than a review of specific alternative sites. Initially, 
a local government adopting an exception need assess only 
whether those similar types of areas in the vicinity could 
not reasonably accommodate the proposed use. Site specific 
comparisons are not required of a local government taking 
an exception unless another party to the local proceeding 
describes specific sites that can more reasonably accom-
modate the proposed use. A detailed evaluation of specific 
alternative sites is thus not required unless such sites are 
specifically described, with facts to support the assertion 
that the sites are more reasonable, by another party during 
the local exceptions proceeding.”

OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a), (b) (emphasis added).4

 4 We note that the exception statement is part of a “comprehensive plan,” 
defined by ORS 197.015(5) to be “a generalized, coordinated land use map and pol-
icy statement * * * that interrelates all functional and natural systems and activ-
ities relating to the use of lands * * *. * * * ‘Comprehensive’ means all-inclusive, 
both in terms of the geographic area covered and functional and natural activi-
ties and systems occurring in the area covered by the plan.” We need not decide 
whether the alternative lands evaluated in a plan’s exception statement are nec-
essarily confined to the same geographic area as the plan so as to qualify the plan 
as “comprehensive” and its provisions as interrelated.
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 The italicized wording in OAR 660-004-0020 
(2)(a) and (b) explains that a local government need initially 
examine generally whether “similar types of areas in the 
vicinity” could reasonably accommodate the proposed use or 
uses, and need not examine specific locations. The use of 
the word “vicinity” suggests that a local government may, 
consistent with the rule, limit its consideration of alterna-
tive sites to those that are near the proposed exceptions 
area. The common meaning of “vicinity” in this context is 
“[t]he quality or state of being near: nearness, propinquity, 
proximity” or, along the same lines, “[a] surrounding area 
or district: locality, neighborhood.” Webster’s Third New 
Int’l Dictionary 2550 (unabridged ed 2002). Although the 
rule specifies that a local government must conduct a “site 
specific comparison” if a party to the proceeding suggests a 
specific site for consideration, the terms of the rule do not 
compel the conclusion that that obligation extends to con-
sideration of specific sites outside of the “vicinity” of the pro-
posed exceptions.

 In any event, even if a party’s proposal of a specific 
site can operate to require consideration of sites outside the 
“vicinity” of a proposed exception area, a local government’s 
obligation to conduct a site-specific comparison between the 
proposed exceptions area and another site proposed by a 
party to the proceeding arises only when another party to 
the proceeding “describes specific sites that can more rea-
sonably accommodate the proposed use.” OAR 660-004-0020 
(2)(b)(C) (emphasis added). The rule specifies further that 
the local government may take into account “economic fac-
tors” in evaluating whether alternative sites are ones that 
could reasonably accommodate a particular use. OAR 660-
004-0020(2)(b). Here, the county found, based on the analy-
sis in the Mackenzie Report, that the coastal ports were not 
“economically comparable” to Port Westward, given their 
distance from the Columbia River Corridor market that Port 
Westward serves and, based on that finding, did not conduct 
further analysis regarding the coastal ports’ ability to accom-
modate the uses proposed for the requested exception area.5

 5 Under OAR 660-004-0020(2)(a) and (b), alternative lands are those that 
can “reasonably accommodate the proposed use.” The “proposed use” is the use 
specified in the reasons exception, and the suitability of land as an alternative 
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 Riverkeeper has not persuaded us that that analysis 
contravenes the requirements of OAR 660-004-0020(2)(b). 
Essentially, assuming that the county was obliged to con-
sider the ocean ports although they are outside the “vicin-
ity” of Port Westward, the county’s finding that the coastal 
ports were not “economically comparable” to Port Westward 
effectively foreclosed on this record a conclusion that those 
proposed alternative sites are ones that “can more reason-
ably accommodate” the proposed uses. For that reason, the 
county’s decision not to engage in further analysis of those 
sites’ capacity to accommodate the proposed uses was not 
inconsistent with the requirements of the rule. Therefore, 
we reject Riverkeeper’s contention that LUBA’s decision to 
uphold the county’s alternative sites analysis is “unlawful 
in substance.”

B. The Port’s Cross-Petition

 In its cross-petition, the port assigns error to 
LUBA’s conclusion that the county’s determination that the 
proposed uses are “compatible with other adjacent uses or 
will be so rendered through measures designed to reduce 
adverse impacts” was not supported by adequate findings. 
The port contends that LUBA misinterpreted the county’s 
findings on the point and, based on that misinterpretation, 
erroneously concluded that the county’s findings were not 
adequate to support its conclusion regarding the compatibil-
ity of the proposed uses with adjacent uses.

 We are not convinced. We understand LUBA’s rejec-
tion of the county’s compatibility determination to turn on an 
application of the substantial evidence standard of review. 
LUBA, in essence, determined that the county’s compatibil-
ity determination was not supported by substantial evidence 
because it turned, by it terms, on a finding that there is “no 
evidence” that the impacts of the proposed uses would be 
different from the impacts of the existing uses: “The Board 
finds no evidence in the record of any meaningful distinction 
between the anticipated impacts of the approved uses and 

depends upon whether it can satisfy that specified land use need. Where the need 
is for port-related land on the Columbia River, as may be the case here, the eval-
uated alternative lands would seem to be confined to those proximate to a port on 
the river that could “reasonably accommodate the proposed use.”
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those existing industrial uses at Port Westward on neigh-
boring uses, and therefore finds that the approved uses will 
be similarly compatible with existing adjacent uses.” But, 
as LUBA correctly recognized, an absence of evidence about 
the differences between impacts from current and proposed 
uses is not, by itself, a basis on which to logically infer that 
the impacts are the same.

 As noted above, our task in evaluating LUBA’s appli-
cation of the substantial evidence standard of review is to 
determine whether LUBA correctly understood its role in 
applying that standard. Root, 260 Or App at 670. We may 
not displace its decision unless “there is no evidence to sup-
port the finding or if the evidence in the case is ‘so at odds 
with LUBA’s evaluation that a reviewing court could infer 
that LUBA had misunderstood or misapplied its scope of 
review.’ ” Citizens for Responsibility v. Lane County, 218 Or 
App 339, 345, 180 P3d 35 (2008) (quoting Younger v. City of 
Portland, 305 Or 346, 359, 752 P2d 262 (1988)). Although 
the port correctly points out that the county’s compatibil-
ity determination was based on more expansive findings 
than that on which LUBA focused, the county nonetheless 
expressly tethered its compatibility determination to its 
factual finding that there was “no evidence” that impacts 
of the proposed uses would be different from those of the 
existing uses. Under those circumstances, LUBA’s decision 
to remand does not reflect a misunderstanding of its role on 
substantial evidence review, or otherwise demonstrate legal 
error.

IV. CONCLUSION

 For the foregoing reasons, the parties have not con-
vinced us that LUBA erred in any respect.

 Affirmed on petition and cross-petition.
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